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We calculate the classic Hall conductivity and mobility of the undoped and doped �or at the gate voltage�
graphene as a function of temperature, magnetic field, and carrier concentration. Carrier collisions with defects
and acoustic phonons are taken into account. The Hall resistivity varies almost linearly with temperature below
the Debye temperature. The magnetic-field dependence of resistivity and mobility is anomalous in weak fields
at low gate voltage: there is a square-root field contribution in the resistivity and the Hall mobility diverges
logarithmically with the field.
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Recent investigations1,2 of a monotomical layer of graph-
ite with a honeycomb lattice �graphene� have attracted wide-
spread attention. The single layer of graphite can be wrapped
into zero-dimensional fullerenes, rolled into one-dimensional
nanotubes, and stacked into three-dimensional �3D�
graphite.3 Therefore, one has the possibility of studying the
dimensionality effects for this unique substance.4 Graphene
has a very simple band structure in the domain of several eV
around the Fermi level. As has long been known from studies
of graphite,5,6 the energy bands near the Fermi level �of its
single layer, i.e., graphene� are cones �1,2�p�= ±vp at the
corners K of the two-dimensional �2D� Brillouin zone with
v=108 cm/s. Thus, the Fermi surface shrinks to points. Such
degeneracy is the result of symmetry because the small
group C3v of the K points has a two-dimensional irreducible
representation.

According to this symmetry consideration, the electron
spectrum �of the Dirac type but massless and two dimen-
sional� is stable with respect to the Coulomb interaction, as
was shown in Ref. 7 for the case of 3D dimensionality. In
more recent work,8,9 the authors argue that under doping, the
behavior of graphene is altered from a marginal Fermi liquid
to an ordinary 2D Fermi liquid. Graphene exhibits
Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations with a standard Fermi-liquid
temperature dependence. The weak-localization corrections
to the conductivity can either have a different sign,10 depend-
ing on the interaction range of impurity potentials, or be
strongly suppressed,11 due to the Dirac singularity of the
spectrum.

Much theoretical effort12–18 using different approaches
has been devoted to understand the minimal conductivity
discovered in Refs. 1 and 2. The finite values of conductivity
observed at low temperature means that 2D graphene is a
metal �or a semimetal�, in contradiction to a recent theoreti-
cal analysis.19

The challenging task of evaluating the carrier interaction
with defects in graphene and with the underlying substrate
was undertaken in Refs. 14 and 20–22. In order to simplify
the transport problem, we have considered23 the quantum
conductivity of graphene in the collisionless limit, in the case
where the electric-field frequency � or the spatial dispersion
k is more important than the collision rate, i.e., �� ,kv�
��−1. We found the conductivity consisting of two terms:

one of the Drude type and another describing the interband
carrier transitions. Since there is no gap between the conduc-
tion and valence bands, these two terms can compete and the
interband contribution becomes larger at high frequencies
��T; otherwise, the intraband contribution plays the lead-
ing role and the quantum considerations give the same result
as the semiclassical Boltzmann equation.

The Hall effect was studied in Refs. 22, 24, and 25 in both
quantum and classic regimes at zero temperature, with the
gap due to interaction-induced phenomena26 or interactions
with chemical adsorbents27 being taken into account.

In this Brief Report, we consider the classic Hall effect in
both undoped and doped �or at gate voltage� graphenes for
finite temperatures, including two independent types of scat-
tering mechanisms, namely, slowly varying static disorder
and electron-phonon scattering. We show that quasiparticles
in graphene display intriguing properties: �i� a linear tem-
perature dependence of resistivity below the Debye tempera-
ture and �ii� a singular behavior of the Hall mobility and
resistivity as functions of the magnetic field at low carrier
concentrations, where the Boltzmann statistics is used in the
region of the gapless density of states.

A fundamental difficulty in the calculations of graphene
transport properties occurs because modern methods �for in-
stance, the diagrammatic approach� are restricted by the re-
quirement that the mean free path �=v� of carriers must be
much larger than the electron wavelength �=h / pF, i.e.,
�pF�1. This condition evidently cannot be satisfied in the
case of undoped graphene, where pF=0. One can avoid the
difficulty by considering the problem at finite temperatures,
when T��−1, or at the gate voltage, when the carrier con-
centration is finite. In the first case, the temperature appears
instead of the Fermi energy and electrons obey the Boltz-
mann statistics.

At low temperatures, collisions with defects are impor-
tant. Using the Fermi golden rule, one can find the collision
rate for scattering by defects as follows:

�imp
−1 ��� =

nimp

2�
� d2p��u�p − p���2�1 − cos ��	�� − ��p��� ,

�1�

where nimp is the defect concentration per unit area and
u�p−p�� is the Fourier component of the defect potential. As
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noted previously, we are interested in the carrier energy of
the order of temperature, ��T, whereas the defect potential
varies on interatomic distances. Consequently, for the intra-
valley scattering, the potential in the integrand of Eq. �1� can
be considered as a constant u�p−p��=u0��0a2 �u0 and a are
the energy and the distance of the atomic scale, respectively�.
In integrating over angles, cos � cancels. For the intervalley
processes, carriers view the neighboring valley in small
angles, which gives a small factor Ta /v, so the intervalley
scattering can be ignored. Integration of Eq. �1� gives

�imp
−1 ��� = nd��� ,

where nd=nimp�u0 /v�2 is the defect concentration per lattice
unit. It is important that the collision rate is proportional to
the energy. Since the electron density of states is also pro-
portional to the energy, one obtains the residual resistance
independent of temperature.

The temperature dependence arises from scattering by
phonons. At temperatures below the Debye temperature, the
electron collisions with acoustic phonons are important. Ex-
tending the result of Ref. 28 to the 2D electron system, we
obtain

�el-ph
−1 = 
���T/TD, �2�

where 
 is a factor of the order of the unity and TD is the
Debye temperature �around 2000 K for graphene�. For the
essential values of energy ��T, Eq. �2� gives �−1�T2 /TD,
in comparison with �−1�T3 /TD

2 for 3D systems. Notice that
all scattering angles are important now, since the Fermi sur-
face �or the chemical potential� is assumed to be small.

As the processes of electron-defect and electron-phonon
scattering are independent, the total scattering rate can be
written in accordance with Matthiessen’s rule in the form

�−1 = �imp
−1 ��� + �el-ph

−1 ��� = ���nd
*,

where the notation

nd
* = nd + 
T/TD

is introduced.
In the � approximation, the solution to the Boltzmann

equation gives the electrical conductivity

�
� = −
e2v2

�
�

bands
� d�

df0

d�

m�

1 + ���2	 1 �

− � 1

 ,

where the factor 4 results from the summation over spin and
the two K points per Brillouin zone. The integration is per-
formed over � from 0 to � in the conduction band and from
−� to 0 in the valence band; m=� /v2 is the cyclotron mass,
=eH /mc is the cyclotron frequency, the magnetic field H
is assumed to be normal to the graphene layer, and f0��
−�� is the Fermi function.

As a result, the Hall conductivity tensor takes the form

�xx =
e2

4��nd
*�

−�

� �4d�

�4 + �2 sech2 � − �

2
, �3�

�xy =
e2�

4��nd
*�

−�

� �2 sign���d�

�4 + �2 sech2 � − �

2
, �4�

where we have restored the Planck constant and introduced
the dimensionless magnetic field � and chemical potential �
as follows:

� = �e��Hv2/cnd
*kB

2T2, � = �/kBT .

The longitudinal resistivity � and Hall angle �H �or Hall
mobility �H�,

� =
�xx

�xx
2 + �xy

2 , tan �H =
�xy

�xx
, �H =

�xy

H�xx
,

can be obtained from measurements.
The chemical potential �=0 for undoped graphene in the

absence of the gate voltage. In the field effect experiment,
i.e., at the gate voltage �or for the doped material�, � is
determined by the fixed carrier concentration

n0 =
2

�v2�
0

�

��f0�� − �� − f0�� + ���d� .

As follows from Fig. 1, the chemical potential tends to the
value �=0 for the undoped graphene as temperature is in-
creased.

One can see from Eqs. �3� and �4� that, as it must be, the
diagonal component of conductivity is an even function of
the chemical potential and the off-diagonal one is an odd
function. With the help of these equations, the Hall mobility
and longitudinal resistivity are plotted as functions of tem-
perature and magnetic field in Figs. 2–5. They both can be
analytically calculated in various limiting cases.

For a case of the nondegenerate carrier statistic ���1�,
an expansion of conductivity tensor components in terms of
the magnetic field ���1� takes the form

�xx = �0�1 − ��/4�2���� ,

�xy = 0.25�0�� ln�1/�� , �5�

where the zero-field conductivity

FIG. 1. Chemical potential versus temperature for two doping
values n0 per the lattice unit.
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�0 =
e2

��nd
*

is dependent on temperature by means of nd
*. Therefore, the

resistivity in the absence of a field grows linearly with tem-
perature �see Fig. 2�, and is independent of chemical poten-
tial �, i.e., of doping.

We emphasize that the resistivity corresponding to con-
ductivity �Eq. �5�� grows as the square root of the magnetic
field �also see the upper curve in Fig. 3�, in contrast to the
ordinary squared field dependence �see, for instance, Ref.
29�.

As mentioned above, the Hall conductivity �xy does not
vanish only in the doped material and changes sign if the
sign of the chemical potential �=�T changes, while elec-
trons are replaced by holes. In weak fields, the Hall conduc-
tivity reveals �similarly to the longitudinal conductivity� the

anomalous field dependence, that is the Hall mobility is loga-
rithmically divergent �see Fig. 4, the upper curve�.

The increase of the Hall mobility is cut off in weak fields
at sample sizes r, which must be larger than the Larmor
radius rc=v /. This condition restricts the magnetic field to
���v /rkBTnd

*.
For the nondegenerate carrier statistic ���1�, in the op-

posite limit of high fields ���1�, the conductivity tensor has
the form

�xx = �0��7/15��4 + 1.23 � 24�2�/�2,

�xy = 2.77�0�/� . �6�

In high magnetic fields, �xy is inversely proportional to the
field, so the Hall coefficient is independent of the field. Since
in high fields �xx�H−2, the longitudinal resistivity tends to
“saturate” �see Fig. 3�.

For the degenerate statistics ���1� from Eqs. �3� and �4�,
we obtain

FIG. 2. Resistivity �in units of � /e2� versus temperature for two
values of magnetic field H �in units of h0=ckB

2K2 /e�v2=0.11 G�,
and the doping level n0 as indicated in the figure. The electron
collisions with uncharged defects �of the concentration 0.02 per
lattice unit in this and all other figures� and with acoustic phonons
are taken into account.

FIG. 3. Resistivity �in units of � /e2� as a function of the mag-
netic field �in units of h0=0.11 G� at given temperature 10 K and
doping levels n0 as indicated on the curves.

FIG. 4. Hall mobility �in units of 1 /h0� as a function of mag-
netic field �in units of h0=0.11 G� for two doping levels n0 as
indicated on the curves.

FIG. 5. Hall mobility �in units of 1 /h0� versus temperature for
two values of magnetic field H �in units of h0=0.11 G�.
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�xx = �0�4/��2 + �4� ,

�xy = �0��2/��2 + �4� . �7�

Equations �7� lead to the widely known behavior of the Hall
effect: the resistivity �=1/�0 is independent of the field �see
the lower curve in Fig. 3� and the Hall coefficient R
=1/ecn0 gives the carrier concentration n0. In high magnetic
fields �����, Eqs. �7� give the same dependence on the field
as Eqs. �6� in the case of the nondegenerate statistics, but
they differ dramatically in the dependence on the carrier con-
centration determined by �.

The Hall mobility as a function of temperature is shown
in Fig. 5. In relatively high magnetic fields, the mobility is
governed by resistivity, but it has more complicated behavior
in weak fields.

In conclusion, considering electrons and holes in
graphene as ordinary Fermi liquids, we found that the longi-
tudinal resistivity mainly varies linearly with temperature at
low temperatures. Hall resistivity and mobility vary anoma-
lously in weak magnetic fields for the case of low carrier
concentrations when the degenerate statistic holds. There is a
square-root contribution from the field to the resistivity. The
Hall mobility diverges logarithmically with the field for low
dopings. This anomalous behavior results from the linear de-
pendence of both the electron density of state and collision
rate for the Dirac fermions in graphite.
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